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pcdMagic is a free, open-source application designed for quick conversion of PCD image files (CD-Rs
or CD-ROMs). It may also be used as a photo editor to improve the quality of existing images.
Update: pcdMagic's latest version v3.0.0 added the ability to convert PCD photos to JPEG 2000
without quality loss. Features include: ✓ simple and quick to use ✓ works with JPEG, JPG, PNG, BMP,
TIFF, PSD, GIF, and TGA files ✓ can optimize existing files and replace the photos with new ones ✓
can be used to modify images, like highlight their details and a white/black with colored bands that
helps to increase contrast ✓ can work with color film types and photo scanner models ✓ can create
HD(1920 x 1080) and high resolution (3200 x 1800) images from high res photo to make them easier
to see when viewing in slide shows ✓ can enhance the contrast, exposure, highlights, shadows, and
curves ✓ can color correct and "Contrast Stretch" photographs ✓ can automatically resize the
images to any size ✓ can export multiple files from one image in a batch ✓ can create watermark
images to mask the original data ✓ can scale the images to any size ✓ can automatically export
multiple images from one image in a batch Screenshot References Category:Photo software
Category:Free software programmed in Python Category:Free photo software' --> <img src=""
onblur="location.href='';" /> No doubt its on purpose. Am sure there were many second thoughts for
a huge amount of people
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Convert any photos into more common image formats. Supports 40-bit R, G, B, and CMYK color
scheme. Supports image downsizing in resolution (Best Quality Lossless) and quality (Best Quality
Lossy). Supports Kodak Photo CD images and is compatible with common image editors such as
Paintshop Pro, Photoshop, Gimp, and many others. Take advantage of the new release of Mac OSX.
Now there is a new version of pcdMagic. Many more features added and new supported devices
added like itunes 11, iphone 6, and new scan devices! Key features of pcdMagic - - Convert PCD
images to JPG, TIFF, BMP, PNG - Support Kodak photo CD images and most popular image editors. -
Resize the output image to a custom resolution (Best Quality Lossless). - Collapse the settings' main
window, so that you can easily see all the Optimization Settings. - Supports all devices with a USB
2.0 port. - Supports iPhone 6, iPhone 5s, and iphone 5c, iPad 3 and later, iPod touch 6th generation,
and iPad mini Want a more complete overview? Check out the pcdMagic tutorial video from YouTube.
New in Version 2.0 - New format support: PPM, TGA, RAW, JPG, BMP. - Mac OS X Snow Leopard,
Mavericks, Yosemite compatibility. - iPhone 6 & 5c, iPad 5, iPad mini compatibility. - Fixed crash bug.
- Export threshold increased up to 10 MB We are using pcdmagic in our mobile app working as
engineers and photographers, work really hard to make this app perfect for all customers. We have a
lot of customers with great experience with this app and just want to share their feedback, their work
and suggestions with you. We really appreciate the people who support pcdmagic, please enjoy our
app and feel free to contact us with your opinion! Please click the link below to download the latest
version of pcdmagic. Features: Convert Kodak PhotoCD images into dozens of common image
formats including, TIF, JPG, PNG, BMP and so on. It can be used as an excellent PC software, so that
you can combine your digital photos with the Kodak PhotoCD images on the CD b7e8fdf5c8
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Unlock the hidden riches of your old collection of photo CDs! Photo CD is a very old format by Kodak
Inc. The format is similar to a CD-ROM and was invented to be able to store bitmap images for all
types of wallpapers, logos, etc. It doesn't support audio or video, and when you scan a photo CD with
a good quality flatbed scanner, you may end up with hundreds of images. But actually, the majority
of images are only a few KB of size. pcdMagic is a easy to use application that allows you to convert
images from a photo CD into any popular format, like JPG, TIFF, GIF, PNG, or PPM, saving them on
your hard drive. pcdMagic is suitable for both beginners and experts who want to tweak the images
to their liking! Key Features: * Add multiple photo CDs to convert at once * 5+ years of experience in
the field of photo software development * A drag-and-drop user interface * Converts image files to
popular formats like JPG, TIFF, GIF, PNG, or PPM * Pinch to zoom and move images around * Can
convert PCD images into more than 100 different formats * Adaptive Interpolation * Can resize, filter,
or enhance color images with Retouch options * Quick backup of the original images * Customizable
previews for image files * Backup files to the default folder for future reference * Convert whole
albums into individual images * Low-level RAW image converter * Run on Linux, Mac OS, and
Windows * Free! have elaborated on in this blog entry. The huge explosion of technology in our world
over the past 150 years or so has led to great advances, but it also has created some serious social
issues that need to be addressed. The most prevalent problem of the digital age is what the French
call “l’obsolescence programmée,” or “planned obsolescence.” There’s a clever example of this:
some electronics companies deliberately build cheaper machines that have a shortened life span.
They force customers to purchase more and more expensive parts. This is a huge problem in
developing countries, and in industrializing countries. In the latter category, the worst case is what’s
known as the “digital divide.” One billion people in the world don’t even have access to electricity.

What's New in the PcdMagic?

===================================== PCD Magic is a powerful tool for
scanning photos into compact discs for archival purposes. It has very simple interface that allows
you to use it without any special skills. You can scan photos in "standard" or "nearest-neighbor"
mode, which leads to very fast scanning. You can also select "Standard PCD" which creates images
with optimum compression. PCD Magic supports all Kodak PhotoCD images in the following formats:
JFIF Exif JPEG TIFF PSD and CSD. All PhotoCD formats Up to 4800x2400 pixels All sizes up to 4.4GB
(High quality Mode) Auto/Tone Color Auto/Tone Black Auto/Tone White Fixed Pixel/Tone Color Fixed
Pixel/Tone Black Fixed Pixel/Tone White B/W Manual Photo Mode Digital Photo Mode Photo Indexing
Optimal Image Compression Color Adjustments Pseudo-HDR Flip & Rotate Adjustment of Images Flat
& Bump Enhance Shadows, Highlights and Sharpen Chroma-Keying Blow When saving the images,
you can select the output format: JPG, TIFF, or PNG. There is also a possibility to select the output
dimensions and include the original EXIF data. You can start your scan by moving the photos
between the card and the scanner, or start the scanning immediately after the photos are placed
into the card. You can print the images on the fly, as soon as the scanning is finished. In addition to
standard photos, PCD Magic can scan: PSD/CSD layers Numbered layers Photolayer styles All
PhotoCD formats up to 4800x2400 pixels All sizes up to 4.4GB (High quality Mode) Auto/Tone Color
Auto/Tone Black Auto/Tone White Fixed Pixel/Tone Color Fixed Pixel/Tone Black Fixed Pixel/Tone
White B/W Manual Photo Mode Digital Photo Mode Photo Indexing Optimal Image Compression Color
Adjustments Pseudo-HDR Flat & Bump Enhance Shadows, Highlights and Sharpen Chroma-Keying
Blow When saving the images, you can select the output format: JPG, T
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System Requirements:

Supported browsers: Internet Explorer 9, Firefox, Chrome, Safari Supported operating systems:
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Supported languages: English Minimum specification CPU: Intel
Core 2 Duo E4500 or AMD Phenom x 4 or higher RAM: 4 GB of RAM OS: Windows 7 or higher DirectX:
Version 9.0c Web browser: Internet Explorer 9 or higher TV: Supports HDTV resolution up to
1920x1080. 3
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